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The problem of constructing fixed-width simultaneous confidence intervals for
comparing mean vectors of k(2) independent multivariate normal distributions is
considered when those covariance matrices have the intraclass correlation struc-
tures. Two-stage procedures are developed for which the simultaneous confidence
levels are shown to be at least 1&:, the preassigned nominal value, 0<:<1.
Asymptotic efficiency properties are addressed. In the case of fixed and finite initial
sample size, efficiency related issues are also discussed.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let us suppose that there are k(2) p-variate normal distributions
having unknown mean vectors +i and unknown covariance matrices  i ,
i=1, ..., k. In order to proceed with multiple comparisons on the mean
vectors, we consider simultaneous confidence intervals (s.c.i) for the double
linear combination a$Mb, for all a # R p&[0], and b # Rk&[0] where
M=(+1 , ..., +k), a p_k matrix. The problem is to construct the fixed-width
s.c.i., all having a preassigned length 2d (>0), while the simultaneous
confidence coefficient is at least 1&:, where 0<:<1 is also preassigned.
It is known that there is no fixed-sample procedure for this problem
when i ’s are unknown. Refer to Dantzig (1940) and Section 3.7 in Ghosh
et al. (1997) for some perspectives. In order for a solution to enjoy the
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exact consistency property, that is, the simultaneous confidence coefficient
is at least 1&:, one must adopt sampling in at least two-stages. Here, we
intend to emphasize upon (multivariate) two-stage procedures for the
problem on hand. Aoshima (1991a, 1992) gave some solutions for this
problem when i ’s are unequal and positive definite (p.d.) by improvising
upon Chatterjee’s (1959a,b) methodology. We recall that Chatterjee’s
methodology was built upon Stein’s (1945) type I scheme. Healy (1956), on
the other hand, produced his two-stage procedure built upon Stein’s type
II scheme, and along these lines Aoshima (1994a) gave a two-stage scheme
for a similar problem. It was shown in Aoshima (1994a,b) that the solution
based on Stein’s type II scheme was more economical, in the sense of
smaller sample size, than the one based on Stein’s type I scheme. One is
also referred to Chatterjee (1991) for a review.
In the case when i ’s are unknown, p.d., but have some special struc-
tures, the problem has been addressed by Nagao (1996), among others,
only in the case when k=1. Also, when k=1 and =_2[\11$+
(1&\) Ip] (=I , say) with _2(>0) and &( p&1)&1<\<1 unknown,
1$=(1, ..., 1), Bhargava and Srivastava (1973) proposed a purely sequential
sampling scheme under the assumption that a$1=0. In this same setup,
Chaturvedi et al. (1992) focussed on second-order asymptotic properties of
the purely sequential methodology. Recently, Hyakutake et al. (1995)
proposed a two-stage procedure in the case of this particularly structured
I , along the lines of the type II scheme without any assumption on the
vector a. A purely sequential procedure and some relevant comparisons
were also provided in Hyakutake et al. (1995). Here and elsewhere, Ip stands
for the p_p identity matrix.
In the present paper, we extend the two-stage procedure of Hyakutake
et al. (1995) proposed for the case k=1 to the general case when k2. We
suppose that i ’s have the intraclass correlation structures. In Section 2, we
deal with the situation when 1= } } } =k=I that depends on unknown
_2 and \, while two-stage procedures are provided generalizing further the
ideas behind Healy’s and Hyakutake et al.’s sampling schemes. It is shown
that these procedures satisfy both the exact consistency property and
asymptotic ( first-order) efficiency property. In Section 3, we deal with the
situation when i ’s are unequal, and more specifically when i has the
intraclass correlation structure Ii that depends on unknown _2i and
\i , i=1, ..., k. Two-stage procedures are proposed in this case which
parallel the developments given in Section 2. Exact consistency and
asymptotic ( first-order) efficiency results are also provided in Section 3. It
should be noted that the asymptotics are presented as d  0, and when the
starting sample size grows to infinity at some suitable rate as d  0. For
each of these procedures, one needs expressions for certain percentage
points of complicated statistics arising from the multivariate structures,
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while these depend on :, p, k and the initial sample size. In Section 4, large
sample approximations for such percentage points are provided for ease of
implementation of the proposed double sampling schemes. Finally, in
Section 5, superiority of the two-stage procedure derived along the lines of
Hyakutake et al. (1995) is established in the multivariate case with k2
when the initial sample size is held fixed.
2. EQUAL COVARIANCE MATRIX WITH INTRACLASS
CORRELATION STRUCTURE
We assume that the i th population’s distribution is given by Np(+i , )
where =I=_2[\11$+(1&\) Ip], with all the parameters + i # R p,
_ # (0, ), and \ # (&( p&1)&1, 1) unknown, i=1, ..., k. Let X ij , j=1, 2, ...
be independent random vectors from the i th population, X n=(X 1n , ..., X kn)
be the p_k matrix, where X in=n&1 nj=1 Xij , i=1, ..., k. The problem of
constructing the fixed-width s.c.i. for a$Mb can be viewed as the fulfillment
of the following requirement:
P[ |a$(X n&M) b|d for all a # R( p), b # R(k)]1&: (2.1)
with given d (>0) and : # (0, 1), where R(s)=[c: &c&=1, c # Rs] for
s= p, k. Had _2 and \ been known in the considered structure with
1= } } } =k=I=_2[\11$+(1&\) Ip], the ‘‘optimal’’ fixed sample size
associated with (2.1) would then be given by
n*=_%
2( p, k, :)
d 2
*&+1 (2.2)
where
[x]=largest interger <x;
%2( p, k, :) is the upper : point of the distribution of the maximum
latent root %2( p, k) of a Wp(k, Ip) matrix; and
* is the maximum latent root of I , that is, *=max({1 , {2) with
{1=_2( p\+1&\) and {2=_2(1&\).
This n* is optimal in the sense that it is the smallest fixed sample size
required to guarantee (2.1), had _2 and \ been known. Since * is unknown,
we estimate it on the basis of the initial observations, each of size m
([ pk&1]+2), from all populations. Let * m be the maximum latent root
of
Sm=&&1 :
k
i=1
:
m
j=1
(Xij&X im)(Xij&X im)$, &=k(m&1).
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Extending along Healy’s (1956) two-stage scheme, one can define
Q=max {m, _%
2
m( p, k, :)
d 2
* m&+1= , (2.3)
with %2m( p, k, :) being the upper : point of the distribution of the maximum
root %2m(=%
2
m( p, k)) of the determinantal equation
|U&%2m&
&1Vm |=0, (2.4)
where U and Vm are, respectively, independent Wp(k, Ip) and Wp(&, Ip)
matrices. Here and elsewhere, we write Wp(r, Ip) for the central Wishart
distribution with r degrees of freedom, in p dimension, and its customary
 matrix replaced by Ip . If Q=m, we do not sample any more in the
second stage from any population. On the other hand, if Q>m, then we
sample the difference (Q&m) from each population in the second stage.
From the combined set of observations from each population, one com-
putes the p_k sample mean matrix, X Q .
Theorem 2.1. Under the two-stage sampling scheme (2.3), for fixed d
(>0), we conclude that the statement
a$Mb # [a$X Qb\d ] for all a # R( p), b # R(k) (2.5)
provides a solution for the fixed-width s.c.i. problem which is exactly consistent.
Under the additional condition that m=m(d ) satisfies the following:
m(d )  , d 2m(d )  0, as d  0, we conclude that the two-stage procedure
(2.3) is also asymptotically ( first-order) efficient, that is,
lim
d  0
E(Qn*)=1, (2.6)
with n* defined in (2.2).
Proof. We have
P[ |a$(X Q&M) b|d for all a # R( p), b # R(k)]
E _P {a$(X Q&M)(X Q&M)$ aa$(Sm Q) a 
Qd 2
* m
for all a # R( p) | Sm=&
P _a$(X Q&M)(X Q&M)$ aa$(Sm Q) a %2m( p, k, :) for all a # R( p)&
=1&:, (2.7)
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in view of the choice of %2m( p, k, :) via (2.4). The last inequality holds in
view of (2.3), since Qd 2* m%2m( p, k, :) w.p. 1. In order to verify (2.6), one
writes the basic inequality along the lines of Mukhopadhyay (1980) and
notes that %2m( p, k, :)  %
2( p, k, :) as well as * m  * w.p. 1 as d  0.
Further details are omitted for brevity. K
Next, we consider another two-stage scheme by extending the ideas
from Hyakutake et al. (1995). We start with an initial sample of size m
([ pk&1]+2) from all populations. Define {^1m= p&11$Sm 1 and {^2m=
( p&1)&1 [tr(Sm)&{^1m] respectively for unbiased estimators of {1 and {2 ,
while * is then estimated by means of max({^1m , {^2m). Let U be a Wp(k, Ip)
matrix, &i Vi be independent /2 random variables with &i degrees of
freedom, i=1, 2, where &1=k(m&1), &2=k( p&1)(m&1), while U and
(V1 , V2) are also assumed independent. Define $2m( p, k, :) as the upper
: point of the distribution of the maximum root $2m(=$
2
m( p, k)) of the
determinantal equation,
|U&$2m diag(V1 , V2 , ..., V2)|=0. (2.8)
Now, let
N=max {m, _$
2
m( p, k, :)
d 2
max({^1m , {^2m)&+1= , (2.9)
and this two-stage procedure is implemented in a similar fashion as it was
in the case of (2.3). Finally, based on N observations from each population,
we obtain the p_k sample mean matrix, X N .
Theorem 2.2. Under the two-stage sampling scheme (2.9), for fixed d
(>0), we conclude that the statement
a$Mb # [a$X Nb\d] for all a # R( p), b # R(k) (2.10)
provides a solution for the fixed-width s.c.i. problem which is exactly
consistent.
Under the additional condition that m=m(d ) satisfies the following:
m(d )  , d 2m(d )  0, as d  0, we conclude that the two-stage procedure
(2.9) is also asymptotically ( first-order) efficient, that is,
lim
d  0
E(Nn*)=1, (2.11)
with n* defined in (2.2).
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Proof. Let H be a p_p orthogonal matrix whose first column is p&121.
Then, H$ I H=diag({1 , {2 , ..., {2) and write  Im=H diag({^1m , {^2m , ...,
{^2m) H$. Also, define Y iN=H$(X iN&+i), i=1, ..., k, and we further write
Y N=(Y 1N , ..., Y kN) for the corresponding p_k ‘‘sample mean’’ matrix. Let
h=H$a for a # R( p).
From (2.9), we observe that Nd 2$2m( p, k, :) max({^1m , {^2m) w.p. 1, and
thus
P[ |a$(X N&M) b|d for all a # R( p), b # R(k)]
=E _P { h$Y NY $Nhh$H$( Im N) Hh
Nd 2
h$H$  Im Hh
for all h # R( p) |  Im=&
E _P { h$Y NY $Nhh$H$( Im N) Hh
Nd 2
max({^1m , {^2m)
for all h # R( p) |  Im =&
P { h$Y NY $Nhh$H$( Im N) Hh$
2
m( p, k, :) for all h # R( p)=
=1&:, (2.12)
since &1 {^1m {1 and &2 {^2m {2 are distributed as /2&1 and /
2
&2
respectively, while
they are also independent. The last equality in (2.12) follows in view of the
choice of $2m( p, k, :) via (2.8).
The proof of (2.11) is similar to the proof of (2.6). Details are omitted. K
It is clear from (2.6) and (2.11) that both the two-stage procedures (2.3)
and (2.9) are going to take close to n* observations from all the popula-
tions asymptotically, when m=m(d )  , but d 2m(d )  0 as d  0. In
Section 5, we remark on the superiority of the two-stage scheme (2.9) over
the two-stage scheme (2.3) for all p and k, when the initial sample size m
is kept finite, in the sense that N<Q with probability one.
3. UNEQUAL COVARIANCE MATRICES WITH INTRACLASS
CORRELATION STRUCTURES
We assume that the i th population’s distribution is given by Np(+i ,  i)
where i=Ii=_2i [\i11$+(1&\i) Ip], with all the parameters + i # R
p,
_i # (0, ), and \i # (&( p&1)&1, 1) unknown, i=1, ..., k. Let X ij ,
j = 1, 2, ... be independent random vectors from the i th population,
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X n =(X 1n1 , ..., X knk) be the p_k sample mean matrix, where X ini=
n&1i 
ni
j=1 Xij , i=1, ..., k and n=(n1 , ..., nk). Now, the problem of con-
structing the fixed-width s.c.i. for a$Mb can be viewed as the fulfillment of
the following requirement:
P[ |a$(X n &M) b|d for all a # R( p), b # R(k)]1&: (3.1)
with preassigned d (>0) and : # (0, 1).
Let *i denote the largest latent root of Ii , that is *i=max({ (i)1 , {
(i)
2 ) with
{(i)1 =_
2
i ( p\i+1&\ i) and {
(i)
2 =_
2
i (1&\i), i=1, ..., k. Also, let us write
/2kp(:) for the upper : point of the /
2
kp distribution, and D=diag
(n&11 a$ I1 a, ..., n
&1
k a$ Ik a). Now, (3.1) leads to
P[ |a$(X n &M) b|d for all a # R( p), b # R(k)]
P {b$(X n &M)$ aa$(X n &M) bb$Db 
d 2
max
1ik
(*in&1i )
for all a # R( p), b # R(k)=
=P {a$(X n &M) D&1(X n &M)$ a d
2
max
1ik
(* in&1i )
for all a # R( p)=
P { :
k
i=1
(X ini&+ i)$ (n
&1
i  i )
&1 (X ini&+ i)
d 2
max
1ik
(*i n&1i )= .
Hence, the optimal fixed-sample sizes, when _i ’s and \i ’s are assumed
known, are
ni*=_
/2kp(:)
d 2
*i&+1, (3.2)
i=1, ..., k. In order to estimate *i , we take initial observations of size m
(p+1) from each population and let * (i)m be the maximum latent root of
S (i)m =&
&1 :
m
j=1
(Xij&X im)(Xij&X im)$, &=m&1,
i=1, ..., k.
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Extending along Healy’s (1956) two-stage scheme, we define
Ti=max {m, _t
2
m( p, k, :)
d 2
* (i)m &+1= , (3.3)
where t2m( p, k, :) is the upper : point of the distribution of the sum of k
independent Hotelling’s T 2( p, &) random variables, i=1, ..., k. We write
T=(T1 , ..., Tk). If Ti=m, we do not sample any more from the i th popula-
tion, however, if Ti>m, then we sample the difference (Ti&m) from the
i th population in the second stage, i=1, ..., k. From the combined set of
observations from all populations, we compute the p_k sample mean
matrix, X T .
Theorem 3.1. Under the two-stage sampling scheme (3.3), for fixed d
(>0), we conclude that the statement
a$Mb # [a$X Tb\d] for all a # R( p), b # R(k) (3.4)
provides a solution for the fixed-width s.c.i. problem which is exactly consistent.
Under the additional condition that m = m(d ) satisfies the following:
m(d )  , d 2m(d )  0 as d  0, we conclude that the two-stage procedure
(3.3) is also asymptotically ( first-order) efficient, that is,
lim
d  0
E(Ti n i*)=1, (3.5)
with ni* defined in (3.2), i=1, ..., k.
Proof. From (3.3), we observe that Tid 2t2m( p, k, :) *
(i)
m w.p. 1, i=
1, ..., k, and thus with D*=diag((a$S (1)m aT1), ..., (a$S
(k)
m aTk)), we have
P[ |a$(X T &M) b|d for all a # R( p), b # R(k)]
E _P {a$(X T &M) D*&1(X T &M)$ a d
2
max
1ik
(T &1i *
(i)
m )
for all a # R( p) | S (1)m , ..., S
(k)
m =&
P { :
k
i=1
Ti (X iTi&+i)$ (S
(i)
m )
&1 (X iTi&+i)t
2
m( p, k, :)=
=1&:, (3.6)
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in view of the choice of t2m( p, k, :) in (3.3). The result in (3.5) follows
immediately, since t2m( p, k, :)  /
2
kp(:) and *
(i)
m  *i w.p. 1, i=1, ..., k as
m  . K
Next, we consider another two-stage scheme by extending the ideas from
Hyakutake et al. (1995). We start with m (p+1) observations from each
population. Define {^ (i)1m= p
&11$S (i)m 1 and {^
(i)
2m=( p&1)
&1 [tr(S (i)m )&{^
(i)
m ]
respectively for unbiased estimators of { (i)1 and {
(i)
2 while *i is then estimated
by max({^ (i)1m , {^
(i)
2m), i=1, ..., k. Let &1=m&1 and &2=(m&1)( p&1),
and we consider independent random variables Yi=U (i)1 +( p&1) U
(i)
2 ,
i=1, ..., k, where U (i)1 and U
(i)
2 are independently distributed as F1, &1 and
Fp&1, &2 respectively. We write f
2
m( p, k, :) for the upper : point of the
distribution of ki=1 Yi and define
Ni=max {m, _f
2
m( p, k, :)
d 2
max({^ (i)1m , {^
(i)
2m)&+1= , (3.7)
i=1, ..., k. Let N=(N1 , ..., Nk). If Ni=m, we do not take any more observ-
ations from the i th population, however, if Ni>m, then we sample the
difference in the second stage from the i th population, i=1, ..., k. Finally,
based on all the observations from all populations, we obtain the p_k
sample mean matrix, X N .
Theorem 3.2. Under the two-stage sampling scheme (3.7), for fixed d
(>0), we conclude that the statement
a$Mb # [a$X N b\d] for all a # R( p), b # R(k) (3.8)
provides a solution for the fixed-width s.c.i. problem which is exactly consistent.
Under the additional condition that m = m(d ) satisfies the following:
m(d )  , d 2m(d )  0 as d  0, we conclude that the two-stage procedure
(3.7) is also asymptotically ( first-order) efficient, that is,
lim
d  0
E(N i ni*)=1, (3.9)
with ni* defined in (3.2), i=1, ..., k.
Proof. Let H be a p_p orthogonal matrix whose first column
is p&121. Then, H$ Ii H=diag({ (i)1 , {
(i)
2 , ..., {
(i)
2 ), i=1, ..., k. Let D*=
diag(N &11 a$  I1 a, ..., N
&1
k a$  Ik a) where  Ii=H diag({^
(i)
1m , {^
(i)
2m , ..., {^
(i)
2m) H$,
i=1, ..., k.
From (3.7), we observe that Ni d 2 f 2m( p, k, :) max({^
(i)
1m , {^
(i)
2m) w.p. 1,
i=1, ..., k, and thus
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P[ |a$(X N &M) b|d for all a # R( p), b # R(k)]
E _P {a$(X N &M) D*&1(X N &M)$ a d
2
max
1ik {
max({^ (i)1m , {^
(i)
2m)
Ni =
for all a # R( p) | S (1)m , ..., S
(k)
m =&
P[a$(X N &M) D*
&1(X N &M)$ a f 2m( p, k, :) for all a # R( p)]
P { :
k
i=1
Ni (X iNi&+i)$ 
&1
Ii (X iNi&+i) f
2
m( p, k, :)=
=P _ :
k
i=1 {
{ (i)1
{^ (i)1m
V (i)1 +
{ (i)2
{^ (i)2m
V (i)2 = f 2m( p, k, :)& , (3.10)
where V (i)1 and V
(i)
2 , i=1, ..., k, are independent /
2
1 and /
2
p&1 random
variables respectively, and (V (i)1 , V
(i)
2 ) is also independent of ({^
(i)
1m , {^
(i)
2m),
i=1, ..., k. The last line in (3.10) can be clearly written as P[ki=1 Yi
f 2m( p, k, :)], which is exactly 1&:, in view of the choice of f
2
m( p, k, :).
The result in (3.9) follows immediately since f 2m( p, k, :)  /
2
kp(:) and
max({^(i)1m , {^
(i)
2m)  *i w.p.1 for i=1, ..., k, as d  0. K
It is clear from (3.5) and (3.9) that both the two-stage procedures (3.3) and
(3.7) are going to take close to ni* observations from the i th population
asymptotically, when m=m(d)  , but d 2m(d)  0 as d  0, i=1, ..., k. In
Section 5, we remark on the superiority of the two-stage scheme (3.7) over the
two-stage scheme (3.3) for all p and k, when the initial sample size m is kept
finite, in the sense that Ni<Ti with probability one, i=1, ..., k.
4. LARGE SAMPLE APPROXIMATIONS FOR
THE UPPER : POINTS
Each two-stage procedure developed in Sections 2 and 3 requires evalua-
tion of the upper : point of some appropriate statistic’s distribution. Now,
we provide some useful approximating formulas that can be used instead
of the exact upper : point under consideration, while implementing the
relevant two-stage procedure.
4.1. Equal Intraclass Correlation Matrix
Here, we obtain approximating formulas for %2m( p, k, :) and $
2
m( p, k, :)
which were respectively utilized in defining the two-stage schemes (2.3) and
(2.9). The distributions of the largest latent root of determinantal equations,
such as (2.4) and (2.8), are very complicated even for fixed, but large, values of
p, k and m. One may refer to Aoshima (1991b) for other relevant examples.
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First, observe that the probability expression given in the last but one
line in (2.7) is bounded from below by
P {m :
k
i=1
(X im&+ i)$ S &1m (X im&+i)%
2
m( p, k, :)=
=P[& tr(UV &1m )%
2
m( p, k, :)] (4.1)
where tr(UV &1m ) is the standard LawleyHotelling T
2
0 statistic. Utilizing a
large sample approximation for the distribution of tr(UV &1m ), given in
Siotani et al. (1985, p. 252) along the lines of Lemma 55 in Aoshima
(1994a), we can derive the result stated as Theorem 4.1.
In a sense, the asymptotic expansion formulas given in this section can
be viewed as descendants of the well-known approaches that capitalize
expansions of a distribution function to obtain expansions of percentiles of
the distribution. See, for example, Hill and Davis (1968). Also, we keep p,
k, and : fixed throughout the manuscript, and hence the asymptotic expansions
are provided up to certain negative powers of m, the starting sample size.
Theorem 4.1. The design constant %2m( p, k, :) defined via (2.4) has an
upper bound c~ which can be expanded as
/2kp(:)+
/2kp(:)
2& {
(k+ p+1)
(kp+2)
/2kp(:)&k+ p+1=
+
/2kp(:)
24&2 {
6(k+2)(k&1)( p+2)( p&1)
(kp+6)(kp+4)(kp+2)2
/6kp(:)
+
(4p3+6p2+34p+36) k+(6p2+6p+20) k2+(4k3p+20p2+36p+8)
(kp+4)(kp+2)2
_/4kp(:)&
(11k2&13p2&24p&7)
(kp+2)
/2kp(:)&12( p+1) k
+7k2+7p2+12p+1=+O(m&3), (4.2)
where &=k(m&1) and /2ikp(:) stands for [/
2
kp(:)]
i with i=2, 3.
Next, we turn our attention to derive a similar expansion for a suitable
upper bound of $2m( p, k, :). Observe that the probability expression given
in the last but one line in (2.12) is bounded from below by
P {m :
k
i=1
Y $im diag({^&11m , {^
&1
2m , ..., {^
&1
2m ) Y im$
2
m( p, k, :)=
=P { {1{^1m U1+
{2
{^2m
U2$2m( p, k, :)= , (4.3)
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where m12Y im tNp(0, diag({1 , {2 , ..., {2)), and U1 and U2 are independent
random variables, (U1 , U2) is independent of ({^1m , {^2m), while U1 t/2k and
U2 t/2k( p&1) . Thus, the last expression in (4.3) simplifies to
P[kZ1+k( p&1) Z2$2m( p, k, :)] (4.4)
where Z1 , Z2 are independent random variables and Z1 tFk, &1 ,
Z2 tFk( p&1), &2 , with &1=k(m&1), &2=k(m&1)( p&1). Utilizing the
asymptotic expansion of the distribution function of qZ with ZtFq, r as
given in Siotani (1957), we obtain the following from (4.4) by inversely
transforming the characteristic function: For x>0, we write
P[kZ1+k( p&1) Z2x]
=Gkp(x)+
k
4&
[(kp&4) Gkp(x)&2kpGkp+2(x)+(kp+4) Gkp+4(x)]
+
k
96( p&1) &2
[[(3k2p2&32kp+96)( p&1) k&16p] Gkp(x)
&12(kp&4)( p&1) k2pGkp+2(x)+6(3kp+8)( p&1) k2pGkp+4(x)
&4[(3k2p2+28kp+96)( p&1) k+32p] Gkp+6(x)
+3[(k2p2+16kp+96)( p&1) k+48p] Gkp+8(x)]
+0(m&3), (4.5)
where Gs(x)=P(/2s x) and &=k(m&1). Now, one combines (4.5) with
Lemma 55 in Aoshima (1994a), to derive the result in Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.2. The design constant $2m( p, k, :) defined via (2.8) has an
upper bound c which can be expanded as
/2kp(:)+
/2kp(:)
2p& {
(kp+4)
(kp+2)
/2kp(:)&kp+4=+ /
2
kp(:)
24( p&1) p2&2
_{24(3p
2&10p+10) kp+12( p&1) k2p2+12(12p2&48p+48)
(kp+6)(kp+4)(kp+2)2
/6kp(:)
+
4(kp+11)( p&1) k2p2+8( p2+18p&18) kp+4(4p2+48p&48)
(kp+4)(kp+2)2
_/4kp(:)&
11( p&1) k2p2&8p2&144p+144
(kp+2)
/2kp(:)
+(7kp&48)( p&1) kp+8p2+48p&48=+0(m&3), (4.6)
where &=k(m&1) and /2ikp(:) stands for [/
2
kp(:)]
i with i=2, 3.
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Remark 4.1. Equations (4.5)(4.6), when specialized for k=1, lead to
Theorem 2 of Hyakutake et al. (1995). Also, under the condition that
m=m(d )  , but d 2m(d )  0 as d  0, it is easy to see that both c~ and
c converge to /2kp(:) as d  0. Note also that the two-stage procedures (2.3)
and (2.9) with %2m( p, k, :) and $
2
m( p, k, :) respectively replaced by
c~ =c~ m( p, k, :) and c=cm( p, k, :) certainly enjoy the exact consistency
property as well.
Table I provides the values of c~ and c given by the expressions in (4.2)
and (4.6) respectively, for k=2(1)5, p=2(1)5, m=10, 15, 20, 25, 100 and
:=0.05. It is seen that for fixed p, k, and m, the magnitude of c is smaller
than that of c~ . We observe this tendency for larger p and k also. That is
particularly in agreement with our expectations in view of (4.2) and (4.6).
Such a feature is noticeable even when m is small, but p is large.
The referee asked us to check the closeness between c~ and %2m( p, k, :),
as well as between c and $2m( p, k, :). Exact numerical evaluations of
%2m( p, k, :) and $
2
m( p, k, :) are very hard and extremely time consuming.
TABLE I
Values of c~ and c for :=0.05
p=2 p=3 p=4 p=5
k m c~ c c~ c c~ c c~ c
2 10 12.30 11.37 17.68 14.36 23.51 17.22 29.91 20.00
15 11.19 10.65 15.61 13.69 20.19 16.58 24.99 19.37
20 10.70 10.33 14.73 13.39 18.79 16.28 22.97 19.08
25 10.43 10.14 14.25 13.22 18.03 16.12 21.87 18.91
100 9.70 9.64 12.96 12.74 16.07 15.65 19.08 18.45
3 10 15.10 14.34 21.30 18.59 27.77 22.68 34.60 26.65
15 14.13 13.68 19.58 17.97 25.06 22.07 30.69 26.04
20 13.70 13.38 18.82 17.69 23.90 21.79 29.03 25.76
25 13.46 13.21 18.40 17.52 23.25 21.62 28.11 25.60
100 12.79 12.74 17.26 17.06 21.53 21.17 25.70 25.14
4 10 17.86 17.19 25.04 22.67 32.39 27.94 40.02 33.06
15 16.97 16.56 23.49 22.06 30.00 27.33 36.60 32.46
20 16.56 16.28 22.80 21.78 28.95 27.06 35.11 32.18
25 16.33 16.11 22.41 21.62 28.36 26.90 34.29 32.02
100 15.70 15.65 21.35 21.17 26.77 26.44 32.07 31.56
5 10 20.56 19.96 28.80 26.63 37.12 33.06 45.66 39.32
15 19.72 19.35 27.35 26.03 34.91 32.46 42.53 38.72
20 19.33 19.07 26.70 25.75 33.93 32.18 41.15 38.43
25 19.11 18.91 26.33 25.59 33.38 32.02 40.38 38.27
100 18.50 18.45 25.31 25.14 31.87 31.56 38.28 37.80
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We proceed via simulations to generate the distribution functions of
%2m( p, k) and $
2
m( p, k) in order to finally obtain the values of %
2
m( p, k, :)
and $2m( p, k, :) within 0.001 of accuracy. Table II provides those values. (It
took us nearly 170 hours of computer time to generate Table II!)
From Table II, one finds that %2m( p, k, :) is always larger than
$2m( p, k, :), as expected. For smaller k and m, the agreements between
%2m( p, k, :) and c~ as well as between $
2
m( p, k, :) and c are clearly visible.
4.2. Unequal Intraclass Correlation Matrices
Now, we address approximating formulas for t2m( p, k, :) and f
2
m( p, k, :)
which were respectively utilized in defining two-stage schemes (3.3) and
(3.7). In this vein, t2m( p, k, :) was earlier handled by Aoshima (1994a), and
thus, we focus our attention only on f 2m( p, k, :). Recall that f
2
m( p, k, :) was
TABLE II
Values of %2m( p, k, :) and $
2
m( p, k, :) for :=0.05
p=2 p=3 p=4 p=5
k m %2m $
2
m %
2
m $
2
m %
2
m $
2
m %
2
m $
2
m
2 10 12.112 10.798 16.551 12.825 22.164 14.670 29.192 16.386
15 10.728 10.038 14.439 12.069 18.124 14.040 21.956 15.878
20 10.518 9.703 13.393 11.943 16.622 13.779 20.209 15.691
25 10.243 9.476 12.856 11.730 15.710 13.671 19.033 15.497
100 9.120 9.066 11.453 11.259 13.600 13.200 15.639 15.044
 8.838 11.089 13.009 14.914
3 10 13.916 12.804 18.241 15.068 22.786 17.055 28.413 18.995
15 12.800 12.149 16.284 14.147 19.694 16.582 23.004 18.585
20 12.690 11.860 15.584 14.250 18.786 16.371 22.144 18.364
25 12.456 11.755 15.010 14.152 17.985 16.233 21.213 18.276
100 11.237 11.290 13.823 13.581 16.161 15.808 18.342 17.831
 11.052 13.488 15.673 17.663
4 10 15.780 14.828 20.107 17.133 24.320 19.297 29.476 21.466
15 14.618 14.164 18.067 16.640 21.424 18.849 24.708 21.020
20 14.626 13.882 17.479 16.377 20.735 18.759 24.149 20.782
25 14.467 13.736 16.842 16.246 19.828 18.574 23.325 20.576
100 13.281 13.232 16.008 15.847 18.468 18.178 20.709 20.307
 13.053 15.675 18.024 20.162
5 10 17.588 16.568 21.791 19.024 26.077 21.345 30.887 23.659
15 16.352 16.042 19.914 18.829 23.224 21.084 26.629 23.226
20 16.449 15.674 19.123 18.438 22.512 20.794 26.332 23.026
25 16.289 15.578 18.682 18.360 21.692 20.695 25.215 22.895
100 15.080 15.073 18.034 17.870 20.692 20.312 22.923 22.588
 14.920 17.689 20.187 22.457
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defined as the upper : point of the distribution of ki=1 Yi where
Yi=U (i)1 +( p&1) U
(i)
2 , i=1, ..., k, are independent, U
(i)
1 tF1, &1 , U
(i)
2 t
Fp&1, &2 and U
(i)
1 , U
(i)
2 are also independent, with &1=m&1, &2=
(m&1)( p&1). Next, in a fashion analogous to (4.5), by inversely transfor-
ming the characteristic function for ki=1 Yi , we obtain the following
expansion: For x>0, we write
P { :
k
i=1
Yix=
=Gkp(x)+
k
4&
[( p&4) Gkp(x)&2pGkp+2(x)+( p+4) Gkp+4(x)]
+
k
96k( p&1) &2
[[3( p&1)( p&4)2 k&8p2+40p&48] Gkp(x)
&12( p&1)( p&4) kpGkp+2(x)+6(3kp2&16k+8p+16)( p&1)
_Gkp+4(x)&4[3( p+4)( p&1) kp+16p2+112p&96] Gkp+6(x)
+3[( p+4)2 ( p&1) k+8p2+120p&80] Gkp+8(x)]
+0(m&3), (4.7)
with &=m&1 and Gs(x)=P(/2s x), as before. Then, one combines (4.7)
with Lemma 55 in Aoshima (1994a) to derive the following result.
Theorem 4.3. The design constant f 2m( p, k, :), that was used in (3.7),
can be expanded as
/2kp(:)+
/2kp(:)
2p& {
( p+4)
(kp+2)
/2kp(:)& p+4=+ /
2
kp(:)
24( p&1) p2&2
_{24(4p
2&9p+8) kp&12( p3&9p2+44p&48)
(kp+6)(kp+4)(kp+2)2
/6kp(:)
+
4( p2+7p&6) kp2+4(5p3+35p2+12p&48)
(kp+4)(kp+2)2
/4kp(:)
&
(11p3&19p2&144p+144)
(kp+2)
/2kp(:)+7p
3&47p2+96p&48=
+0(m&3), (4.8)
with &=m&1 and /2ikp(:) standing for [/
2
kp(:)]
i, for i=2, 3.
Remark 4.2. Equations (4.7)(4.8), when specialized for k=1, lead to
Theorem 2 of Hyakutake et al. (1995). In case m=m(d )  , but
d 2m(d )  0, it is easy to see that f 2m( p, k, :)  /
2
kp(:) as d  0.
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TABLE III
Values of t2m( p, k, :) and f
2
m( p, k, :) for :=0.05
p=2 p=3 p=4 p=5
k m t 2m f
2
m t
2
m f
2
m t
2
m f
2
m t
2
m f
2
m
2 10 14.34 13.33 20.96 15.99 28.94 18.71 39.55 21.38
15 12.21 11.77 16.94 14.64 21.84 17.44 27.13 20.17
20 11.37 11.10 15.51 14.05 19.61 16.89 23.79 19.64
25 10.93 10.74 14.78 13.73 18.53 16.58 22.27 19.35
100 9.80 9.77 13.05 12.85 16.11 15.75 19.07 18.55
3 10 19.13 17.73 28.10 21.44 38.92 25.26 53.26 29.05
15 16.24 15.64 22.69 19.63 29.39 23.58 36.62 27.45
20 15.11 14.74 20.77 18.85 26.42 22.85 32.19 26.75
25 14.51 14.25 19.80 18.42 24.99 22.44 30.18 26.36
100 13.01 12.96 17.52 17.26 21.82 21.35 25.98 25.31
4 10 23.52 21.81 34.69 26.55 48.12 31.46 65.86 36.36
15 19.97 19.23 28.05 24.34 36.47 29.41 45.51 34.41
20 18.58 18.14 25.71 23.38 32.84 28.52 40.12 33.55
25 17.84 17.54 24.53 22.85 31.10 28.02 37.68 33.08
100 16.01 15.96 21.75 21.44 27.25 26.69 32.60 31.79
5 10 27.68 25.68 40.94 31.45 56.84 37.44 77.75 43.43
15 23.51 22.66 33.18 28.86 43.24 35.05 54.04 41.15
20 21.88 21.38 30.45 27.75 39.01 34.01 47.77 40.15
25 21.03 20.67 29.07 27.13 36.99 33.43 44.93 39.60
100 18.89 18.84 25.84 25.48 32.52 31.87 39.03 38.10
Table III provides the values of t2m( p, k, :) and f
2
m( p, k, :) for k=2(1)5,
p=2(1)5, m=10, 15, 20, 25, 100, and :=0.05. The values of t2m( p, k, :) are
computed utilizing the table from Aoshima (1994a), whereas the values of
f 2m( p, k, :) are computed using the expression given in (4.8). Again, we
note the feature that f 2m( p, k, :) value is smaller than t
2
m( p, k, :), even when
m is small, but p is large.
5. EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS
In the context of (2.3) and (2.9), one can verify that * mmax({^1m , {^2m)
for all m2, in view of Lemma 2 of Hyakutake et al. (1995). Hence,
when one replaces %2m( p, k, :) and $
2
m( p, k, :) in (2.3) and (2.9) by c~ and c
respectively, one will then conclude that the sample size associated with the
two-stage scheme (2.9) would be smaller, with probability one, than
that associated with the two-stage scheme (2.3). This substantiates the
superiority of the two-stage sampling scheme derived along the lines of
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Hyakutake et al.’s (1995) methodology in the case when the common
unknown covariance matrix has the intraclass structure, for all k2.
In the context of (3.3) and (3.7), again one observes as before that
* (i)m max[{^
(i)
1m , {^
(i)
2m], i=1, ..., k, for all m2. Hence, we conclude that the
sample sizes associated with the two-stage scheme (3.7) would be corre-
spondingly smaller, with probability one, than those associated with the
two-stage scheme (3.3), for i=1, ..., k, and for all m2. This again sub-
stantiates the superiority of the two-stage sampling scheme derived along
the lines of Hyakutake et al.’s (1995) methodology in the case when the
unknown covariance matrices are unequal, but they have the intraclass
structures, for all k2.
In either scenario, we find that the two-stage sampling scheme based on
the generalization of Hyakutake et al.’s (1995) methodology beats the
corresponding two-stage sampling scheme based on the analogous
generalization of Healy’s (1956) methodology, when the associated sample
sizes are compared. The latter methodology ends up taking more observa-
tions, with probability one, from the populations under consideration.
Hyakutake et al. (1995) proved this result only when k=1, m2 being
arbitrary. We have now concluded that the same result holds when both k
(2) and m (2) are arbitrary.
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